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step 1.

Check out how to create your own sticker name 
tags with step-by-step instructions using the 
ScanNCut Sticker Kit. Just peel and stick! The  
adhesive on the stickers is great (and is much 
better than those office supply labels that  
people often use for name tags).
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MATERIALS: 
3 Printable Sticker Sheets; 3 Laminate Overlay Sheets (this is what 

makes the stickers water resistant); Scraper (aka ruler); Lifter (this is a 

little tool to help you pull the stickers off the sheets once they’re cut); 

Activation Code for the ScanNCutCanvas Printable Sticker Function (this 

gives you 100 designs, similar to the ones you see below)

Unlock the Sticker Wizard in ScanNCutCanvas (https://scanncutcanvas.brother.com) by 

clicking on your username once you’ve logged in.

step 2. Scroll down to the Sticker Activation Code and enter the code on your 

Activation Card, found in the ScanNCut Sticker Starter Kit.
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step 3. Return to the main ScanNCutCanvas screen.

step 4. From the main ScanNCutCanvas screen, choose the green “Sticker Wizard” icon.

step 5. You can customize any of the designs that come up with your own text. Enter your 

text in the provided box and choose “Preview” to see it. Once you’re satisfied, click 

“OK.”

step 6. Once you’re satisfied with your stickers, choose the “PDF” button to create a PDF 

to download and print.

Note: Sticker Sheet is A4 paper size.



step 7. If you don’t want to use the Sticker Wizard designs, you can print any design you 

would like to use. The design must have a strong and clear outline, however, in 

order for the ScanNCut’s built-in scanner to detect the outline and properly cut 

around the sticker.

step 8. Print your design onto the sticker paper in the ScanNCut Printable Sticker Kit, using 

an inkjet printer. Be sure to print onto the correct side of the paper.

step 9. At this point, you can add any embellishments you’d like to your stickers, such as 

names, color themes, etc.

step 10. Laminate your stickers by applying the Laminate Overlay Sheet. Use the ruler to 

help you put it on nice and tight, without any wrinkles or air bubbles. 
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step 11. Place the laminated sticker sheet onto a Middle Tack Mat and load it into the 

ScanNCut.

step 12. Choose: “Scan” > “Direct Cut” > “Start”.

step 13. Once you see your design on the screen, hit “OK” and then pull in the red arrows 

nice and tight and hit “OK” again.
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step 14. Based on the instructions that came with the ScanNCut Sticker Kit, set your blade, 

pressure, and speed so that the ScanNCut will only cut through the top two layers, 

leaving the backing sheet intact. You may want to perform a test cut in the margin 

to ensure you have everything properly set.

step 15. When you’re ready, hit the “Start” button.

step 16. Unload the mat when cutting is complete and you’re done! Your name tags are 

ready to peel and stick!
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